In this paper, we propose automatic categorization and summarization of documentaries using subtitles of videos. We propose two methods for video categorization. The first makes unsupervised categorization by applying natural language processing techniques on video subtitles and uses the WordNet lexical database and WordNet domains. The second has the same extraction steps but uses a learning module to categorize. Experiments with documentary videos give promising results in discovering the correct categories of videos. We also propose a video summarization method using the subtitles of videos and text summarization techniques. Significant sentences in the subtitles of a video are identified using these techniques and a video summary is then composed by finding the video parts corresponding to these summary sentences.
Introduction
Video content is being used in a wide number of domains ranging from commerce to security, education and entertainment. People want to search and find this content according to its semantics. Creating searchable video archives had become an important requirement for different domains as a result of the increase in the amount of multimedia content. Narrowing down the user's search space by categorizing videos can help people to solve this problem. Since there is a huge amount of videos to categorize, automatic categorization is an important research area [1] [2] [3] [4] . Video summarization helps people to decide whether they really want to watch a video. Summarization algorithms present condensed versions of a full length video by identifying the most significant parts. In order to have an idea about the content of a video, using such a summary is much easier than going through all of the footage.
In video categorization, video is generally classified into one of several broad categories such as documentary type (e.g. geography, animals religion) or movie genre (e.g. action, comedy, drama, horror). In order to classify videos automatically, features are drawn from three modalities: visual, audio or text. Also some combinations of these features can be exploited together. Therefore video classification approaches could be divided into four groups: text-based approaches, audio-based approaches, visual-based approaches and those that use some combination of visual, audio and text features. Text-based approaches [2, [4] [5] [6] are the least common in the video classification literature but have several benefits over other approaches. First of all, text processing is a more lightweight process than video and audio processing. Also text categorization techniques have been studied extensively in the computational linguistics literature [1, 3] . This accumulation can be exploited in video classification domain. Beside this, the human language in a video carries more semantic information than its visual/audio features. Words have meaning to humans and some tend to be associated with certain categories. Another benefit of using text features is that, by using some lexicon, such as WordNet, concept learning can be performed.
Video summaries are either used individually or integrated into various applications, such as browsing and searching systems. There are two main trends in video summarization: still image summaries and moving image summaries. The former are based on extracting individual key frames representing the content of the video in a static way [7] . Generally video is segmented into shots and the key frames representing these shots are selected to be included in the summary. The latter are a collection of original video parts [8, 9] . These summaries can be classified into two subtypes: previews and summaries. Video previews present the most interesting parts of a video, for example a movie trailer, whereas video summaries keep the semantic meaning of the original. Since video has a multimodal nature, summarization can be performed by using the image features, audio features or text features of video. A combination of these can be exploited together.
In this paper we propose to use automatic categorization and summarization techniques in one framework to help users first find the category of the video and then present its summary so that they can decide easily whether the selected video is of any interest to them. We aim to use text information only in order to determine how the data associated with the video are helpful in searching the semantic content of videos. For this purpose, we have chosen documentary videos as the application domain as the speech usually consists of a monologue and it mentions the things seen on the screen. The subtitles provide the speech content with the time information which is used to retrieve the relevant video pieces.
Two methods for video categorization, both based on text processing, are proposed. The first, category label assignment, makes categorization by applying natural language processing techniques on video subtitles and uses the WordNet lexical database and WordNet domains. The method is based on an existing video categorization algorithm [6] and makes some extensions to this. The TextRank algorithm [10] is used for keyword selection and one third of words are selected as keywords. In our implementation, we do not use this keyword rate but instead determine the number of keywords experimentally. Additionally, our algorithm makes use of the title of a documentary video in addition to the subtitles. The title gives important clues about the type of video because generally they are selected in order to reflect the content of the documentary. For example, the category of the documentary 'War of the century' is 'War', or the category of the documentary 'Planet Earth -mountains' is 'Geography'.
The second method, categorization by learning, has the same steps for extracting WordNet domains but performs categorization by using a learning module which learns the general WordNet domain distributions of categories. When categorizing a video, its WordNet domain distribution is analysed and the most similar category is assigned.
For automatic video summarization, we make use of two text summarization algorithms [10, 11] and combine the results to constitute a summary. Text summarization techniques identify the significant parts of a text to constitute a summary. We extract a summary of video subtitles and then the corresponding video parts are found. By combining the video parts, we create a moving image summary of the original. In our summarization approach, we take the advantage of the documentary video characteristics. For example, in a documentary about 'animals', when an animal is seen on the screen, the speaker usually mentions that animal. So, when we find the video parts corresponding to the summary sentences of a video, those video parts are closely related with the summary sentences. Hence we obtain a semantic video summary giving the important parts of a video.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related work in video categorization and video summarization. Section 3 describes our algorithms for video categorization and presents an evaluation of the algorithms. In Section 4, we give the description of our video summarization approaches and an evaluation of these approaches. Finally in Section 5, conclusions and possible future work are discussed.
Related work
In this section, we discuss the related work in video categorization and video summarization. We performed the latter by utilizing text summarization techniques and therefore a summary of the literature on both is presented.
Related work in video categorization
Video categorization algorithms assign a meaningful label to a video such as 'sports video' or 'comedy video'. The required features are drawn from three modalities: visual, audio and text. So, video categorization approaches can be classified as visual-based, audio-based and text-based. Some approaches use a combination of these three features.
Since the main topic of this paper is the categorization of videos using text features, we present here the related work on video categorization based on text processing. The text associated with a video can be viewable text or a transcript of the dialogue. The former is the text placed on the screen and some optical character recognition (OCR) methods should be used in order to use this. The latter can be provided in the form of closed/open captions or subtitles. Alternatively, it can be obtained by using speech recognition methods.
Zhu et al. [4] performed automatic news video story categorization based on the closed-captioned text. They segmented news video into stories using the demarcations which indicate the topic changes in the text. Then for each story, a category is assigned by extracting a list of keywords and further processing them.
Brezeale and Cook [1] used text (closed captions) and visual features separately in video classification. To classify a movie, the closed captions are firstly extracted and stop words are subsequently removed. Each word is then stemmed by removing the suffixes to find the root. By using these stemmed words, a term feature vector is generated. Classification is performed using a support vector machine (SVM). There are 15 genres of movies from the entertainment domain and the evaluation is performed on 81 movies.
Wang et al. [12] used text features for classification purposes. News videos were assigned to one of 10 categories and the spoken text was extracted using speech recognition methods. Text derived from speech recognition, however, generally has a fairly high error rate.
Qi et al. [13] classified a news video into types of news stories. First, the shots and, if necessary, scenes of video were detected using audio and visual features. The closed captions and scene text detected by the OCR methods were then used for classification.
Katsiouli et al. [6] used subtitles for documentary classification. They performed categorization by using the WordNet lexical database and WordNet Domains [14] and applied natural language processing techniques on subtitles. They predefined documentary categories as geography, history, animals, politics, religion, sports, music, accidents, art, science, transportation, technology, people and war. Their categorization approach has achieved 69.4% accuracy. In this paper, a similar approach is followed with a different categorization algorithm and better results are obtained.
Related work in video summarization
In the literature, there are several approaches using the image, audio or text features in video summarization. Also some approaches use a combination of these features [1, 15] . Image features include changes in colour, texture, shape and motion of objects generated by the image stream of the video. By using these features, the shots of a video can be identified, such as cuts or fades. Cuts are represented by sharp changes while fades are identified by slower changes in image features. For instance, Ekin et al. [16] observed that the important scenes of a football game conform to long, medium and close-up view shots and these are then used in their summarization system.
In addition to shots, specific objects and events can be identified and this information could improve summarization performance. Knowledge of content domain could be helpful in the identification of objects within the video (e.g. anchor person) and events (e.g. the news headlines). The techniques presented in [14, 17] analyse image features from the video stream, and are domain specific. The systems in [16, [18] [19] [20] use image features to identify representative key frames for inclusion in the video summary and all are non-domain specific.
Audio features associated with a video include speech, music, sounds and silence. These are used to select candidate segments to be included in a video summary and domain-specific knowledge can be used to enhance the summary success. For example, excited commentator speech and excited audience sounds may show a number of potential events such as the start of a free kick, penalty kick, foul or goal [5] . Rui et al. [21] analysed the speech track to find exciting segments and events, such as baseball hits in baseball videos.
Text features play an important role in video summarization as they contain detailed information about the content. Pickering et al. [22] used accompanying subtitles to summarize television news. They extracted news stories and provided a summary for each one by using lexical chain analysis. Tsoneva et al. [23] created automatic summaries for narrative videos using textual cues available in subtitles and scripts. They extracted features like keywords, main characters' names and presence, and according to these features they identified the most relevant moments of video for preserving the storyline. In our video summarization system, we extracted moving image summaries of documentaries using video subtitles and text summarization methods.
Related work in text summarization
Text summarization techniques can be useful in video summarization since some videos have text related to the content and the summary is therefore an important resource. Text summarization techniques investigate different clues that could be used to identify important topics and ideas of the text. The summarization methods can be classified by the clues that they use in summarization. Summaries can be created by selecting the first sentences of text and this simple technique gives very good results in news articles and scientific reports [24] .
In text, to emphasize the importance of a sentence some phrases are used such as 'significantly' and 'in conclusion' -these phrases are called 'bonus phrases'. On the other hand, some phrases reflect the unimportance of a sentence such as 'hardly' and 'impossible' -these phrases are called 'stigma phrases'. In addition to cue phrases, some formatting features like bold words and headers could enhance the summarization performance. The systems in [2, 25] make use of both in their summarization systems.
Weighted vectors of TF*IDF (Term Frequency * Inverse Document Frequency) values can be used to represent sentences. The TF*IDF value takes advantage of word repetition in the text which is a lexical cohesion type. Radev et al. [26] used such weighted vectors to find the important sentences in a summarization task. The summarization system in [27] uses an algorithm which is similar to Google's Pagerank [28] in order to select the summary sentences. Mihalcea and Tarau [10] proposed a summarization algorithm named TextRank which also relies on the Pagerank algorithm and uses the word repetition feature.
Lexical chains, which are sets of related words, can also be used for modelling lexical cohesion. Barzilay and Elhadad [29] used lexical chains to extract summaries and achieved good results. Many lexical cohesion-based algorithms [11, [30] [31] [32] are developed following the Barzilay/Elhadad algorithm. Silber and McCoy [32] proposed a summarizer based on lexical chains and tried to improve the running time of the lexical chaining algorithm. Chali and Kolla [33] used lexical chains and offered a different sentence selection approach. In Ercan and Cicekli [11] the lexical cohesion structure of the text is exploited to determine the importance of sentences. Their summarization algorithm constructs the lexical chains of a text and identifies topics from them. The text is segmented with respect to these topics and the most important sentences are selected from these segments.
Automatic video categorization
Two algorithms for video categorization are proposed: category label assignment and categorization by learning. The first is based on the algorithm presented in [6] . The algorithm is extended by adding video name processing and changing the way the number of keywords in subtitle processing is determined. With these extensions, better results are obtained. According to this algorithm, a video is assigned a category label using the WordNet lexical database and WordNet domains [34] and applying natural language processing techniques on subtitles. In the second algorithm, categorization is done by learning. A learning module is implemented, which can be trained by using the videos of known categories. The algorithm starts with the preprocessing steps of the first algorithm and the categorization is performed by the learning module.
The common preprocessing steps of the two algorithms are given in Section 3.1. The first video categorization algorithm is given in Section 3.2, the second video categorization algorithm is given in Section 3.3, and the evaluation of these algorithms is given in Section 3.4.
Extracting WordNet domains
Initially, WordNet domains of a video are extracted and are used in both of the proposed categorization algorithms. The overview of extracting WordNet domains is given in Figure 1 . The method for extracting WordNet domains starts with 'text preprocessing'. In this step, the sentences in the subtitle file are split, the words in every sentence are tagged with part of speech (POS) tags and the stop words are removed. The processed text is given to a 'keywords extraction' module which finds the keywords of the given text. Since these may carry more than one meaning, the 'word sense disambiguation' module finds the correct sense by using an adaptation of the Lesk algorithm [35] . Then the 'WordNet domains extraction' module finds the WordNet domains of the keywords corresponding to their correct senses. This module uses WordNet domains and considers the effect of the video title on categorization. Since titles give important clues about the category, this information is taken into consideration. Hence we obtain the WordNet domains of the video.
In the text preprocessing step, a subtitle is processed to find its sentences and the types of the words in these sentences are determined. A sample subtitle file is shown in Figure 2 . After the sentences are extracted, a POS tagger is applied to the words, which determines the word class of each one in the sentence. The Stanford Log-linear Part-Of-Speech Tagger [36] was used for this purpose. The assigned part of speech tags consist of coded abbreviations conforming to the scheme of the Penn Treebank [37] , the linguistic corpus developed by the University of Pennsylvania. For example, 'JJ' means 'Adjective', 'NNS' means 'Noun, plural' and NN means 'Noun, singular or mass'. After POS tagging, stop words (ones that do not contribute to the meaning of the sentence, such as 'above', 'the' and 'her') are removed from the sentences since these carry no semantics.
In order to select the most important words in the subtitle file for classifying the video, a keyword selection algorithm, namely the TextRank [10] , is used. This algorithm builds a graph representing the text and applies a ranking algorithm to the vertices of the graph. The words are added to the graph as vertices for keywords extraction. Two vertices are connected if they have a co-occurrence relation. Two vertices co-occur if they are within a window of maximum N words, where N can be set to a value from 2 to 10. In our implementation N is set to 2. After building the graph, a graphbased ranking algorithm, derived from the PageRank algorithm [28] , is used in order to decide the importance of a vertex. The basic idea of the algorithm is 'voting': when a vertex links to another one, it casts a vote for that vertex. Also, the importance of the vertex casting the vote determines the importance of the vote. Hence, the score of a vertex is computed by the votes that are cast for it and the score of the vertices casting these votes. Once the score of each vertex is computed, the vertices are sorted based on their scores and the top T vertices are selected as keywords. Generally, T is set to a third of the number of vertices in the graph. In our implementation, the number of the vertices selected as keywords is determined experimentally. Figure 3 gives a part of a subtitle file and the extracted keywords by the TextRank algorithm.
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the task of determining the correct sense of a word in a text. In order to find the correct senses of the keywords, we applied a WSD algorithm, which is presented in [35] . This algorithm is an adaptation of Lesk's dictionary-based algorithm. The adapted algorithm uses WordNet to include the glosses of the words that are related to the word being disambiguated through semantic relations, such as hypernym, hyponym, holonym, meronym, troponym, and attribute of each word. This supplies a richer source of information and increases disambiguation accuracy. The adapted Lesk algorithm compares glosses between each pair of words in the window of context. These glosses are the ones associated with the synset, hypernym, hyponym, holonym, meronym, troponym, and attribute of each word. For example, the gloss of a synset of one word can be compared with the gloss of a hypernym of the other.
In our video categorization algorithm, WSD is essential for finding the WordNet domains of the words. Since we try to find the WordNet domains of keywords in the next step, we need to find the correct senses of these words. In our implementation, the correct sense of the keywords is assigned by using the adapted Lesk algorithm. For the keywords in Figure 3 , the senses assigned by the adapted Lesk algorithm are given in Table 1 .
By augmenting WordNet with domain labels, WordNet domains were created [34] . The synsets in WordNet have been annotated with at least one domain label by using a set of about 200 labels hierarchically organized. If there is no appropriate domain label for a synset, the label 'factotum' was assigned to it.
In the last step, the WordNet domains of the keywords are found. In finding the domains of a word, we should know the synset (gloss) of that word. Since we found the synsets of keywords in the WSD step, we made use of this information in finding the WordNet domains. The WordNet domains of the words are given in the last column of Table 1 . Then, we calculated the occurrence score of each domain label (i.e. how many times a domain label appears in the keywords' domains) in a subtitle file and sorted them in a descending order.
We observed that video titles give important clues about categories of documentaries. For example, the category of the documentary 'Art of Spain' is 'Art'. As an extension to the approach of Katsiouli et al. [6] , we decided to make use of the video title when categorizing the video which 
Part of a subtitle file Keywords assigned by TextRank
Most of us would agree that a tiger is one of the world's most beautiful creatures. Sadly, in the wild, it's threatened with extinction. But, fortunately, it breeds very well in captivity, as this little cub proves. But is a tiger in a cage truly a tiger? I doubt it. To see the true essence and beauty of a tiger, you have to see it in the wild. This is the story of a tigress in the heart of India. Our tigress lives in Kanha National Park.
tiger, tigress, wild, national, kanha, captivity, breeds, lives, little increased the performance of our algorithms. For this purpose, the WordNet domains are found for each word in the video title. Hence a list of WordNet domains which describes the video title is acquired. For example, the WordNet domains of the video title, 'Wildlife specials -tiger', are 'animals', 'biology' and 'factotum'. Previously, we obtained WordNet domains of the video keywords and the occurrence scores of these domains. If one of these also exists in the video title domains, the occurrence score is increased by the ratio of one fourth. This ratio is determined experimentally. At the end of this step, we obtained the WordNet domains of a video with their occurrence scores.
Category label assignment method
Our first video categorization algorithm is category label assignment which uses mappings between categories and WordNet domains. In this algorithm, we took the approach of Katsiouli et al. [6] as a basis -some enhancements in implementing the steps were made and better results were obtained. In this video categorization algorithm, we find the WordNet domains related to the categories and a category label is assigned to the video by comparing the two. The overview of the algorithm is given in Figure 4 . In order to assign a category label to a documentary video, a mapping is defined between the category labels and WordNet domains. First, the senses related to each category label were acquired from WordNet. The senses related with the category label through hypernym and hyponym relations and the WordNet domains corresponding to the senses of each category label were obtained. For each category, the occurrence scores of the derived domains were calculated and sorted in decreasing occurrence order. Table 2 shows the category labels and corresponding top ranked WordNet domains determined by Katsiouli et al. [6] .
In the category label assignment step, a category label is assigned to the video. For a category label to be assigned, the sorted WordNet domains of the video were compared with the top rank domains of the categories. The algorithm compared the first domain of the video with the first domains of the categories.
• if the first domain of a category is equal to the first domain of the video, this category label is assigned to the video; • if the first domain of more than one category is equal to the first domain of the video, the second domain of the corresponding sets are compared, and so on; • if none of the category's first domains is equal to the first domain of the video, then the second domain of the video is compared to the first domain of the categories.
The algorithm continues as described above until a category label is assigned to the video. For example, when we consider the top rank WordNet domains for the categories in Table 3 , if the sorted WordNet domains of a video are:
• 'animals, entomology, biology', then it is assigned to the 'Animals' category;
• 'transport, nautical, geography', then it is assigned to the 'Accidents' category; • 'geography, animals', then it is assigned to the 'Animals' category.
At the text preprocessing step, while Katsiouli et al. [6] used Mark Hepple's POS tagger [38] , we used the Stanford Log-linear Part-Of-Speech Tagger [36] . In the keyword extraction phase, they used one third of the number of words as the keyword count. In our system, we determined this number experimentally and observed that changing the number of keywords affected the system's classification accuracy (CA). Also in our implementation, we considered the effect of the video title since video titles give strong clues about the categories of documentary videos.
We implemented the approach of Katsiouli et al. [6] and evaluated with 130 documentary subtitles from National Geographic and the BBC. In this situation, we get 60% CA; after making changes to the algorithm this improved to 73.1% accuracy on the same experiment set. 
Categorization by learning method
Our second video categorization algorithm named as categorization by learning uses a learned category/domain distribution matrix. We propose a learning mechanism to assign a category label to videos. The preprocessing steps of the algorithm are the same as those used in the category label assignment method. This algorithm includes a learning phase. When a video is to be categorized, the domain distribution of the video is compared with the learned domain distribution of categories and the most similar category is assigned. The overview of the algorithm is given in Figure 5 . In the learning category domain distribution phase, documentaries with known categories are used as a training set. Our training set contains documentaries from all category labels. First of all, the documentary subtitles belonging to a specific category are processed using the extracting WordNet domains module. Hence, the domains and domain occurrence scores of the category are collected.
In order to determine the domain distribution of the category, we have used the term frequency (TF) weight of domains to determine the domain distribution of categories. The TF weight is computed for each category and domain pair. Hence a matrix showing the domain TF weights of all categories is obtained. Table 3 shows a sample part of the computed matrix representing the TF values of category domain pairs.
When we categorize a video, we compare the video's domain distribution with the domain distribution of categories and the category which has the most similar domain distribution with the video is selected. The subtitle of the video is processed in order to obtain the WordNet domains and the domain occurrence scores (TF values of the domains) of the video. Using the learned category/ domain matrix, we try to find the category which has the most similar domain distribution to the video. For this purpose, we used the cosine similarity which is a measure of similarity between two vectors. For example, in order to categorize a documentary video named 'Everest', first we computed the domain distribution of the video. Table 4 shows the domain distribution of the documentary 'Everest'. Then, by using the learned matrix, we computed the similarities of categories. Table 5 shows the cosine similarities between the documentary 'Everest' and the categories. Since the 'Geography' category is most similar to the 'Everest' documentary, it is assigned as the documentary category. 
Experiments and evaluation
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our categorization algorithms, we used documentaries from the BBC and National Geographic. The evaluation was performed using the CA metric, which reflects the proportion of the programme's correct assignments that agree with the original assignment.
For our first categorization algorithm (category label assignment), we conducted several experiments by changing some of the parameters. First of all, for keyword extraction, we changed the number of keywords selected and observed the results. As stated above, although Katsiouli et al. [6] selected a third of the words as keywords, we observed that this does not produce the best results. Using the TextRank algorithm [10] all words are assigned a weight and selecting words above a certain weight could be an alternative for determining the number of keywords. Therefore, words above a certain weight are selected as keywords and the CA of the system is computed for changing weights. The diagram in Figure 6 shows the CA with changing keyword weights. For example, if we select the words with weight bigger than '5' as keywords, we get '50%' CA. As seen from Figure 6 , we get the best results when using the weights between 0 and 0.4. Therefore using any weight between 0 and 0.4 does not change the CA, but selecting higher weights decreases the number of keywords. Using fewer keywords decreases the computation time. Therefore the upper bound value 'weight > 0.4' could be preferred to the others. So we used the experimentally determined value 'weight > 0.4'as the keyword selection parameter in our video categorization algorithm. The effect of the video title when categorizing was subsequently considered. In the algorithm, we extracted the WordNet domains of a video and the occurrence scores of these domains. If one of these domains also existed in the video title domains, the occurrence score of increased by some ratio. The diagram in Figure 7 shows the effect of this ratio on the performance of the video categorization system. When the occurrence score of domains which also exist in the video title domains was increased by the ratio of 'one third' or 'one fourth', a CA of 75% was obtained. Selecting 'one third' or 'one fourth' does not make a significant difference in computation time, so any of them could be used in the video categorization algorithm -'one fourth' was selected in our implementation.
In extracting the WordNet domains part of the categorization by learning algorithm, we used the parameters which obtained the best results in the first categorization experiment. Namely, keywords with 'weight > 0.4' in the TextRank algorithm and title effect by the ratio of 'one fourth'. To evaluate this algorithm, 65 documentaries were studied and categorized for learning purposes. An accuracy of 77% was achieved. It was noted that the performance of the system increases if the dataset used for learning is enlarged. Also in our implementation, if more documentaries for learning could be used, better results would be maintained. In order to see the performance of some of the well-known categorization algorithms on our subtitle dataset, we applied K-nearest neighbour (KNN) and SVM with polynomial kernel. We used half of the documents for training and half for the test set. KNN achieved an accuracy of 63%, and SVM achieved an accuracy of 70%. These results indicated that the usage of WordNet domains in our two categorization algorithms helps to increase the accuracy.
Video summarization
Video summarization algorithms present users with a condensed version of a video. In this paper, we used the subtitles of documentary videos to make summarizations. The summary sentences of the subtitle file were found by using text summarization techniques [10, 11] , while the video segments corresponding to these summary sentences were extracted. By combining the video segments of summary sentences, we created a video summary. The overall approach is shown in Figure 8 .
Subtitle files contain the text of the speech, the number and time of speech. In the text preprocessing step, the text in the subtitle file is extracted by striping the number and time of the speech, before being handed to the text summarization module. This module finds the summary sentences of the given text. Three algorithms were used to find the summary sentences: TextRank [10] , Lexical Chain [11] and a combination of these two algorithms. After the summary sentences were found by one of these approaches, the text smoothing module applied some techniques to make summary sentences more understandable and smoother. The video summarization module used the summary sentences to create the video summary. The module found the start and end times of sentences from the video subtitle file. Then the video segments corresponding to the start and end times were subsequently extracted. By combining the extracted video segments, a video summary was generated.
Text summarization with the TextRank algorithm
The TextRank algorithm [10] extracts sentences for automatic summarization by identifying sentences that are more representative for the given text. To apply TextRank, we first built a graph and added a vertex to this graph for each sentence in the text. To determine the connection between vertices, we defined a 'similarity' relation between them, where 'similarity' is measured as a function of their content overlap. This relation can be thought of as a 'recommendation': a sentence mentioning certain concepts 'recommends' other sentences in the text that mention the same concepts and a connection is made The content overlap of two sentences is computed by the number of common tokens between them. To avoid promoting long sentences, the content overlap is divided by the length of each sentence. A sentence composed of 'n' words is represented by S i = w 1 ,w 2 ,…,w n , and two sentences S i and S j are given. Then the similarity of these sentences is defined formally as:
The resulting graph is weighted since the edges have a similar weight. A weighted graph-based ranking algorithm is then used for deciding the importance of a vertex. Formally, the weighted score of a vertex V i is defined as: The weight of the edge between the vertices V i and V j is w ji , and d is the damping factor that can be set between 0 and 1. The value of d is usually set to 0.85 and this value is also used in our implementation. After the ranking algorithm, sentences are sorted using their score and top ranked sentences are selected as the summary sentences.
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Text summarization with the lexical chain algorithm
In [11] , automated text summarization is done by identifying the significant sentences of text. The lexical cohesion structure of the text is exploited to determine the importance of sentences. Lexical chains can be used to analyse the lexical cohesion structure in the text. In the proposed algorithm, first, the lexical chains in the text are constructed. The lexical chaining algorithm is an implementation of Galley et al.'s algorithm [39] with some small changes. Topics are then roughly detected from lexical chains and the text is segmented with respect to the topics. It is assumed that the first sentence of a segment is a general description of the topic, so the first sentence of the segment is selected as the summary sentence.
Text summarization with a combination of algorithms
We proposed a new summarization approach by combining the two summarization algorithms, the TextRank algorithm [10] and the lexical chain algorithm [11] . Once the summary sentences of a text were found we determined the common sentences of the two summaries and selected these to be included in the main summary. Both algorithms sorted the summary sentences with respect to their importance. After selecting the common sentences, the most important sentences of the two algorithms up to the length of the desired summary were extracted. An overview of the summarization, with the combination of the algorithms, is given in Figure 9 .
Text smoothing
In order to improve the understandability and completeness of the summary, some smoothing operations were carried out after the text summarization phase. It is observed that some of the selected Fig. 9 . Overview of the text summarization by combination of algorithms.
sentences start with a pronoun and if they are not included in the previous sentences in the summary these pronouns may be confusing.
In order to handle this problem, if a sentence starts with a pronoun, the preceding sentence is also included in the summary. If the preceding sentence also starts with a pronoun, its preceding sentence is also added to the summary sentence list. The backward processing of the sentences contains only two steps. We observed that, if a sentence starts with a pronoun, including just the preceding sentence solves the problem in most cases and the summary becomes more understandable.
Clip generation
Our video summarization approach is based on the summary sentences found by the text summarization algorithms. After finding the summary sentences, the start and end times of these sentences are found from video subtitle file. For each summary sentence, the video segment corresponding to the sentence is extracted from the video by using the start and end time of the sentence. Then, by combining the extracted video parts, a video summary is created. A screenshot of our video summarization system is presented in Figure 10 . The system lets the user select the summarization algorithm from the summary method group box. The user can select the algorithms 'TextRank', 'LexicalChain' or 'Mixed'. The user can also select the options 'Normal' or 'Smooth'. The former indicates that the summarization system will not use text smoothing after text summarization.
Experiments and evaluation
The evaluation of video summaries is difficult because they are so subjective. Different people will compose different summaries for the same video. The evaluation of video summaries could be conducted by requesting people watch the summary and asking them several questions about the video. However, in our summarization system, since we used text summarization algorithms, we prefered to evaluate the text summarization algorithms only. We believe that the success of the text summarization directly determines the success of video summarization in our system. For the evaluation of text summarization, we use ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) [40] , which makes evaluation by comparing the system generated output summaries to model summaries written by humans. ROUGE is the most popular summarization evaluation methodology. All of the ROUGE metrics aim to find the percentage of overlap between the system output and the model summaries. ROUGE calculates the ROUGE-N score (calculated using N-grams), ROUGE-L score (calculated using longest common subsequences) and ROUGE-W score (calculated using weighted longest common subsequences).
In our video summarization system, we used six approaches for finding the summary of the subtitle text of a video:
• the TextRank algorithm;
• the TextRank algorithm and smoothing the result;
• the LexicalChain algorithm;
• the LexicalChain algorithm and smoothing the result;
• a mix of the TextRank and LexicalChain algorithms;
• a mix of the TextRank and LexicalChain algorithms and smoothing the result.
All six approaches were studied using the BBC documentaries. Students were asked to compose summaries of the selected documentaries by selecting the 20 most important sentences from the subtitles. The same documentaries were also summarized by our video summarization system, using the algorithms mentioned above, which generated summaries composed of 20 sentences. We calculated ROUGE scores in order to compare the system outputs with human summaries. While calculating ROUGE scores, we applied Porter's Stemmer and stop word list on the input. ROUGE scores of the algorithms in our video summarization system can be seen in Table 6 . We observed that smoothing improves the performance of all algorithms. When the TextRank algorithm is used, better results were obtained than when the LexicalChain algorithm was implemented. The best results were obtained by using the mixed TextRank and LexicalChain algorithms to find the summary sentences and smoothing the results. Our best ROUGE scores were comparable with the ROUGE scores of the state of the art systems in the literature.
Conclusions
This paper presented a system which performs automatic categorization and summarization of documentary videos with subtitles. We wanted to handle these problems together because their outputs support each other. Presenting both the category and the semantic summary of a video would give viewers quick and satisfactory information about that content.
The automatic video categorization was performed by two categorization methods, category label assignment and categorization by learning. The CA of the former was evaluated on documentary videos and promising results were obtained. The second method used a limited number of videos for learning. In future work, we want to improve this by using more videos. It is known that using more data for learning increases the performance of the system and gives better results.
We performed video summarization by using video subtitles and employing text summarization methods. Two text summarization algorithms [10, 27] were used and their results were applied to the video summarization domain. In this work, we took advantage of the characteristics of the documentary videos where the speech and display of the video have a strong correlation. Video summary is produced by extracting the video parts corresponding to the summary sentences. This extraction could be improved by employing a shot identification mechanism. An extracted video part could be extended by finding the start and end of the residing shot. In this way, the video parts could show a more complete presentation. In the evaluation of video summaries, the programme summaries were compared with human generated summaries and the ROUGE score recorded. In future work, we want to perform the evaluation by using the video summaries alongside the text summaries. Video summaries could be watched by viewers who could then evaluate the results.
Both algorithms are currently used in English, but it is possible to convert them into different languages. The language dependency of the algorithms is caused by the WordNet and the natural language processing (NLP) tools such as POS tagger. If the WordNet and the required NLP tools are available for other languages, our video categorization and summarization algorithms can be used for videos with other language subtitles.
